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Abstract 

The spiral plate heat exchanger (SHE) is widely used in plenty of industrial services in full 
counter current flow liquid-liquid heat exchange. We have produced a thermal modelling of the 
heat exchanges in both steady-state and time dependent eases with 2D spiral geometry, allowing 
computation with different materials, forced convective heat transfer models in turbulent flow 
and geometrical parameters options. We will display here some results in steady-state conditions 
in order to improve the exchanger performances. 
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Nomendature 

A 
B 
Cm 

S 
main 
H 
L 
dH 
P 
C __ 

Subscript for channel A (hot side) 
Subscript for channel B (cold side) 
metal wall width/m 
fluid canal spacing/m 
total exchanger area/m 2 
radius of the open center/m 
exchanger height/m 
channel length/m 
hydraulic equivalent diameter of a channel section/m 
mass density/kg-m -3 
specific heat/kJ.kg-t.K -1 
thermal conductivity/W.m-~.K -t 
wall dynamic viscosity of fluid/N-s-m -2 
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Pr 
D 
V 
Re 
Nu 
h 
T 
TAo 
TB~ 
T~x 
AT 

fluid thermal viscosity (middle of the channel)/N.s.m -2 
Prandtl number 
mass flow rate/kg.s -1 
average speed/m.s -1 
Reynolds number 
average Nusselt number in turbulent flow 
convective heat transfer coefficient/W.m-LK -1 
temperature/~ 
input hot temperature (inside)/~ 
input cold temperature (outside)/~ 
mixture temperature of fluids/~ 
temperature variation input output in the channel/~ 

Description of the spiral-plate heat exchanger 

The heat exchanger (Fig. 1) is fabricated from two long strips of metal plate 
which are spaced apart and wound around an open, spilt center to form a pair 
of concentric spiral passages. Spacing is maintained uniformly along the length 
of the spiral by spacer studs welded to the plates. The hot fluid enters at the ex- 
changers's center and flows towards the periphery in channel A, the cold fluid 
enters sideways to lower thermal losses and flows towards the center in chan- 
nel B (Fig. 2). Channels are folded and welded at their terminations alterna- 
tively to give easy access for cleaning, therefore the cross section is not 
rectangular (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 1 Spiral heat exchanger SHE1 
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A 

Fig. 2 Spiral plane 

:~B 

_L__f_ 
 2'a 

Fig. 3 Axial plane 

B 

Equations and thermo-physical parameters 

The heat flow is modelled in the direction normal to the metallic walls by 
conduction and forced convection so that the studs have no influence because 
they induce some turbulences in the direction normal to the heat flow. The spi- 
ral curvature causes turbulences known as Taylor-Gortler phenomenon, which 
increase the convective heat-transfer coefficient along the metallic wall. With 
the following hypothesis: incompressible fluids, no internal sources, no dissipa- 
tion function, neglected longitudinal diffusion, uniform temperature across a 
channel, fully developed turbulent flow, isotropic metal, we can write heat con- 
servation law [ 1]: 

OT --> _ - : - >  k 

pC ~ -  + div(pCTV) = - div((I)ar + (t)qh) 

where the conductive heat flow inside metal: 
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qc - - k grad (7) 

and the forced convective heat flow at the metal-fluid sublayer boundary: 

-~@ = - h(Tfluid - Twit) 
The computation of the convective heat transfer coefficient is generally com- 

plex because it must take into account additional turbulences caused by the spi- 
ral curvature. We have: 

N u  h=~. 

The Nusselt number which characterizes the forced convective heat transfer 
is modelled three ways: 

- The standard approach with the Colburn Petrukhov formula: 

Nu=O.O23.ge~176 

with n = -  0.25 for cooling (la~>~) and n=-0 .11  for heating (~,<~tf). 
- The local approach which uses the local curvature radius rc of the channel 

(Ito) [3]: 

" d t t "  o.1 Nu = 0.021.Re~ ~ ( 2-~r 

- The global approach which gives a correction for the exchanger (Baird) 
[4]: 

. . 0 .17#  1.8 

1 
Steady-state numeric discretization 

Two different numeric approaches have been realised to model the heat ex- 
changes: finite differences [2] (both steady-state and time dependent cases) and 
finite elements [5] (only steady-state). We will describe in this paper only the 
finite difference method being used in steady-state operation. The main prob- 
lem in modelling is the particular geometry which imposes a netting by regular 
sectors (Fig. 5), the minimal amount of sectors by turn is imposed by the com- 
puting accuracy; the number of nodes increases quickly as the number of turns 
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raises; so we must find a minimal numerical system to get an operative model: 
robust and accurate but quick enough to be used in interactive CA| design 
work. The Fig. 4 displays the spatial temperature discretization: 

T1(| 
T2(| 
T3(| 
T,(| 
Ts(O) 
T6(O) 
r7(| 
Tg(| 
T9(| 
To(| 
Using 

with 

= internal temperature of the first metal wall 
= external temperature of the first metal wall 
= average temperature of fluid A = T^ 
= internal temperature of the second metal wall 
= external temperature of the second metal wall 
= average temperature of fluid B 
= Tz(| + 2~) 
= T2(| + 2~) 
= T3(| + 2x) 
= T6(| + 2x) 
pseudo-periodicity of the sectorial mesh we have 

Kjdr   
- -  + + 

i~ tB( d T6"~ 

t u) 

(DAC )̂ (DBCB) 
KtA = ---Hh-~- A and Kta = ,  --Hh--ffa 

The cii factors are functions of local hA and ha, 
h~= L~,~/e=, and curvatures radiuses (Fig. 4). 

metal equivalent 

TT=TL 
• w 

T 5 1  ....... 
T4" - - ' -  ' ~ 'fluid B 

~ ' . . . ~ m e t a l  

........ fluid B 

Fig. 4 Inside temperature 

The derivate form dT/d| is discretized by classic Crank-Nicholson method 
for a A| sector angle; T~,n for the | angle and T~,..I for | - A| angle and T~,.+I 
for the | + A| angle 
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d T _  x (T~I - Tn) + (1 - x) (T,, - T.-1) 0 < x < 1 
d@ A| A| 

this gives us two recurrent numerical equations for a number of sectors equal to 
NF 

= (A|174 (1 - 2x) ( l - x )  
T~..+, . - - / (c~oTo.n  + c . T ~  ~ + c~T~ . . )  T~.. + - -  T~..-~ 

with Dirichlet boundary conditions: T3,o=T^o, T6•F= TBc and T,n~i~on on the ex- 
ternal boundary. This crosswise structure for iterations has been used to speed 
the computer convergence of calculations. We use a ping-pong strategy for 
thermo-physical parameters variations with temperature profiles: we freeze pa- 
rameters to compute the temperature and then we refresh parameters with the 
new temperatures, and this until the end of numerical variations of temperature. 

v.N'. :-:::.'..~)5-~3Z.2:. ;:; 

' : . : .~C~3iSS3:.~- 

Fig. 5 Spiral mesh (12 sectors/turns) 

Validation and results 

The validation of the numerical model scheme has been made by comparison 
with the analytical model of the straight plane exchanger with constant parame- 
ters and with a straight geometry for discretization processing. We obtain, if 
x>0.6, a stable and accurate output with a great computing speed for this mini- 
mal model. 

With the complete model our results fit well with Alfa-Laval data. We use 
Fig. 6 all computing options on an example of parameter sensitivity to improve 
the exchanger design. We have a water/AISI304/water exchanger with DA=DB. 
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The analytical results of the straight plane exchanger give us a simple way to 
compute the exchanger area (S heat transfer area): 

where the efficiency of the straight plate exchanger: 

AT 
8 - -  

T^o - TBo 

and hg global heat transfer coefficient: 

1 1 era+ 1 

We will use the S area to compare the efficiency computed with different 
physical models in function of the average fluid speed. With a required variation 
of temperature on a channel ATequal to 35 deg; we adjust the S area with speed 
variations. Using the Colburn formula at mixture temperature we compute the 
global exchange factor hg; with e = 35/50~ imposed, we obtain the area S of the 
straight plane exchanger, that we use as thermal exchange area by approxima- 
tion. The analytical curve Fig. 6 is spiral geometry with temperature constant 
thermo-physical parameters, it can be compared to the Colburn model. We have 
a good agreement between global Baird model and local Ito model: both curves 
have a maximum; but when the optimum for Baird model is under 1 m/s, it is 
3 m/s for local model just over the standard use range (0.5 m/s to 2.5 m/s). We 
can recommend an increase of the fluid speed just over that stan-dard range; if 

o 37" AT(K) 

v . ~ 36- 
. 

e ~  

u 

"" 35, 

�9 r- 34. 

Nu 33 , 
~ 0.01 i~.1 1 1'0 100 

Average  fluid speed (m/s) (log scale) 

Fig. 6 Temperature in function of fluid speed, in water/inox304/water system 
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the pressure drop in the exchanger which increases with V 2 can be afforded. We 
can notice that under 2 m/s the global Baird model overestimate heat transfer 
compared with local Ito model. And a difference of 1 deg between models 
causes a relative variation of 2.8% in efficiency around 35~ but as we have for 
the analytical straight model: 

Ae _ (1 - e) AS 
S 

it will cause a 9.4% relative variation in heat transfer area to obtain the same 
70% efficiency. 

C o n c l u s i o n  

This example shows how this operative model is a useful and efficient tool 
to improve conception and design of spiral heat exchangers. With a material li- 
brary, its spiral 2D geometry, its curvature radius and channel ends foldings, it 
allows a more precise knowledge of thermal exchanges inside the exchanger. 
Only a full three-dimensional, fluid-mechanics computing model taking into ac- 
count spiral geometry, channel foldings and studs local influences would permit 
to go further, but it will require computing resources on too large a scale, on 
grid size and computing power, for our minimal operative approach. 
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Zusammenfassung m Spiralwfirmetauscher (SHE) werden auf breitem Gebiet bei einer Vielfalt 
von industriellen Anwendungen als Flfissigkeits-Flfissigkeits-Wfirmetauscher im Gegenstrom- 
prinzip eingesetzt. Es wurde sowohl fiir den Gleichgewichtszustand als auch for zeitabh/ingige 
F/ille ein thermisches Modell des W'~irmeaustauschers mit 2D-Spiralengeometrie, unter Zulas- 
sung der Berechnung mit unterschiedlichen Materialien, mit Modellen fiir den erzwungenen kon- 
vektiven W~irmetransport in turbulenten Str6mungen und geometrischen Parameteroptionen er- 
stellt. Vorliegend sollen einige Resultate bei Gleichgewichtsbedingungen dargelegt werden, um 
die Austauscherfunktion zu verbessern. 
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